
“How far that little candle throws 
its beams! 

So shines a good deed in a naughty 
world” 

(From the Merchant of Venice) 

A Study of the Letter of Paul to 
Philemon

At only 25 verses long with 335 Greek words in the original, Philemon is the 
shortest of Paul’s letters.  We have some 12 ‘Unicial’ manuscripts, (fragment 
above) which have a very high degree of agreement with each other, and cover 
the whole text of this short book. It sounds and looks like one of Paul’s letters, 
and, as the saying goes, if it sounds and looks like one of Paul’s letters, it 
probably is! It is regarded as one of the six other undisputed letters from and by 
Paul, so there is little doubt that what we have here is a full and complete and 
accurate rendering of Paul’s original penmanship.

In other ways however, this letter is unique. It is the only one from Paul that is 
not addressed to a Church, but to a group of individuals, Philemon being the 
primary but not sole recipient, and on the surface at least, it deals with just one 
problem - to persuade two men to be reconciled to each other. 

From the letter we learn that Paul is in prison - or at least, is a prisoner - and 
although not an unusual situation for Paul, especially in his later years, it is likely 
this was a long stint under arrest. That would point to him being in Rome, but 
Caesarea, or Ephesus are possible. So - 

➡ Authorship - Paul the Apostle
➡ Date - Probably 55 to 58 A.D.
➡ Location when written - Probably Rome.

As to structure the book includes - 
➡ Opening Greetings
➡ Philemon is described and commended for his faith and charity
➡ Paul’s request - the matter in hand!
➡ Paul’s hopes to visit soon
➡ Conclusion and Benediction
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The J.B. Phillips Translation is used throughout this study - just for a change!…

Opening Greetings
1-3 Paul, prisoner for the sake of Jesus Christ, and brother Timothy to Philemon our 
much-loved fellow-worker, Apphia our sister and Archippus who is with us in the fight; 
to the church that meets in your house—grace and peace be to you from God our 
Father and from the Lord Jesus Christ.

Paul describes himself first - and it is a very revealing description for all its 
brevity!

Who is this Paul - and what is he….?

The others - Apphia may be Philemon’s wife, and Archippus a member of the 
household, or of the Church there…which meets in Philemon’s house.

It will be another 200 or so years before ‘Church’ will usually meet in a purpose 
built or adapted location.What differences might a church that meets in a house 
show as compared to our own church tradition?

Philemon is described and commended for his faith and charity

4-7 I always thank God for you, Philemon, in my constant prayers for you all, for I have 
heard how you love and trust both the Lord Jesus himself and those who believe in him. 
And I pray that those who share your faith may also share your knowledge of all the 
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He uses his Greek name as he is writing to ‘Greeks’ - i.e. non-Jews. 
A Prisoner! Usually a state that we hide from view - an ex-con! or ‘Doing 
Porridge’! - Paul is proud of this status! As a good Soldier he knows that his 
position is in the interest of the cause he serves.
But!… He is not a prisoner of Rome, or of the ‘Justice System’ - but of Christ! 
A ‘Prisoner of War’ in the fight that his Lord has ordained for him! He is where 
he is because he followed his Master’s orders, which he obeys without 
counting the cost! Under and In Authority - more of this later on…

‘Home’ would be the centre both of daily life and Worship! The move from 
Home Church (NOT ‘House Church!’) to corporate location / state provision 
changes things by creating a separation that the Early Church did not know. 
We talk of ‘Going to church’, they would speak of ‘Being Church’ How might 
this change our outlook? What might be lost, or gained, by this move from 
Home to Place and Building?
Paul passes God’s Grace and Peace to the Church, to the ‘Ecclesia’ - The 
‘Called Together’ - how are we ‘Ecclesia’ - or “Ecclesiastical”?



good things that believing in Jesus Christ can mean to us. It is your love, my brother, 
that gives us such comfort and happiness, for it cheers the hearts of your fellow 
Christians.
What and who is this Philemon…?

Paul’s request - the matter in hand!
8-11 And although I could rely on my authority in Christ and dare to order you to do 
what I consider right, I am not doing that. No, I am appealing to that love of yours, a 
simple personal appeal from Paul the old man, in prison for Jesus Christ’s sake. I am 
appealing for my child.  Yes I have become a father though I have been under lock and 
key, and the child’s name is—Onesimus! Oh, I know you have found him pretty useless 
in the past but he is going to be useful now, to both of us.

‘Onesimus’ means ‘Profitable’ so Paul is playing with words here.  Any Slave who 
has run away is no longer ‘Useful’ or ‘Profitable’ Their market value is pitiful. So 
even getting one back is of little profit for the owner.

We are never told why Onesimus has run away - if indeed he has! If Paul, (or the 
Holy Spirit) thought we needed to know I am sure the letter would have told 
us, but as it is I see little profit in speculating, as it has not bearing on the story 
at all. 

What does ‘Profitable’ or ‘Useful’, when used to describe a person, do to that 
person?

Paul began by praising Philemon and ‘Bigging him up’! Now Paul appeals to his 
‘Love’ - to the characteristic that Paul has already said most defines who 
Philemon is. Is Paul being quite fair? 
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He has a Home that can accommodate the meeting of the Church, which is 
seen as based there - as meeting there. This suggests he may have significant 
wealth - possibly a business - so imagine a traditional Roman Villa.
Paul is being Philemon’s Pastor - a relationship maintained even when they are 
separated by distance! Pastoral prayer is important to Paul. Philemon is in 
Paul’s prayers - Paul here is the ‘Overseer’ to Philemon just as Philemon is to 
the Church that meets in his Home. Yet Paul calls him ‘Brother’ as one who 
encourages the members of the Church he is equal to Paul - a co-worker with 
him.

Our ‘Value structures’ direct our lives! We invest where we perceive Value - or 
Profit! We will contribute to that which we deem ‘Useful’ What matters to us 
attracts our time, finance, effort… Hmmm!

Paul claims authority, but then appeals to Love! His pen is ‘dipped in the ink of 
God’s Grace!’ - or is it? 



12-14 I am sending him back to you: will you receive him as my son, part of me? I 
should have dearly loved to have kept him with me: he could have done what you 
would have done—looked after me here in prison for the Gospel’s sake. But I would do 
nothing without consulting you first, for if you have a favour to give me, let it be 
spontaneous and not forced from you by circumstances!

Paul has become a Father after all! And now, at this parting, Paul feels the 
emptiness that Onesimus’ absence will bring. Hidden in the words is an appeal 
for his return maybe? 

15-21 It occurs to me that there has been a purpose in your losing him. You lost him, 
a slave, for a time; now you are having him back for good, not merely as a slave, but as 
a brother-Christian. He is already especially loved by me—how much more will you be 
able to love him, both as a man and as a fellow-Christian! You and I have so much in 
common haven’t we? Then do welcome him as you would welcome me. If you feel he 
has wronged or cheated you put it down to my account. I’ve written this with my own 
hand: I, Paul, hereby promise to repay you. (Of course I’m not stressing the fact that 
you might be said to owe me your very soul!) Now do grant me this favour, my brother
—such an act of love will do my old heart good. As I send you this letter I know you’ll 
do what I ask—I believe, in fact, you’ll do more.

We do not know whether Onesimus left Philemon’s service before Philemon 
had met and been led to Christ by Paul. It is possible that he had run away 
because he was being abused! Maybe now Philemon was a different person, and 
a ‘Brother in Christ’ but this reunion was not going to be easy for either party! 
Onesimus definitely was a changed person, yet still a slave!

Paul’s hopes to visit soon
22 Will you do something else? Get the guest-room ready for me, for I have great 
hopes that through your prayers I myself will be returned to you as well!

What do you think Philemon might think of Paul coming to see him soon?

Conclusion and Benediction
23-25 Epaphras, here in prison with me, sends his greetings: so do Mark, Aristarchus, 
Demas and Luke, all fellow-workers for God. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with 
your spirit, amen.     PAUL
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Philemon obviously has a love for Paul in Christ as the one who led him to 
Faith - Is Paul laying it on a bit thick when he claims Philemon’s soul? - but 
perhaps Philemon might think Paul is hinting that he intends to follow up on 
his request to ensure it has been carried out?



The Story - as a story…

This letter could be seen as a Parable. Not a “Made up Story’ to illustrate an 
ethical point, but a true story, preserved for us now to read as a Parable. 

Right at the beginning Paul directs God’s blessing to ‘The Church that meets in 
your home’ and it is possible that Paul’s intent here is that although Philemon is 
the one addressed directly by the letter, yet Paul intends it to be read by and 
noted by the whole congregation. The return of and acceptance into fellowship 
of a runaway slave would be a significant event in the life of those people.  Can 
you think of one of the parables of Jesus that could be seen as a parallel to this 
story?……………………………………….. (The Prodigal Son?)

If we are to read it this way then what is the ‘Back Story’ to this short story? 

Slavery…
An obvious subject that it seems this story deals with is Slavery. Paul has been 
taken to task in the past and still by some today, over his apparent acceptance of 
Slavery as ethically acceptable, yet historically this story in particular has been 
used by BOTH Pro- and Anti-Slavery lobbies and often at the same point in 
time! How can both be right? The problem seems to be that the two opposing 
sides claim of this story truths that it does not even attempt to deal with. This is 
always a danger when we try to ‘Use’ Scripture! It refuses to be used! The 
identification of ‘Proof Texts’ in the Bible has a very poor history. 

At the formation of America as an independent state the Fathers wrote about 
the freedom of Humanity - of ‘Man’ - and it sounds very good, and looks like it is 
the outworking of Scriptures like this story, but… Those same Fathers of the 
Nation believed, from Scripture, that the Negro was not Human! 

Bringing to the text our existing ideas and preconceptions tries to form it to  
our ideas. Rather, just as in this story Paul seeks to change Philemon’s outlook 
regarding this ‘Useless’ slave by his appeal to the Love that God in Christ has 
shown to Philemon, so the Scriptures should be allowed to form us. 

If indeed this letter is not really meant to be a source text for our investigation 
into Slavery as such, then we need to look at the text, as received, and let the 
Holy Spirit speak through it to us today, where, at least in the ‘Western World’ 
Slavery is supposed to be abolished. Can this letter speak to us on a far wider 
canvas of life, as a Follower of Jesus Christ in an era when Slavery is hidden but 
still present, along with many other inequalities and tensions? Paul wrote it to a 
Church Family, and as today’s Church Family is he still speaking to us?
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So - A Parable About the Gospel Imperative to Live as Family 
in Love…

- Where Prisoner, Master and Slave are deemed to be 
‘Brothers and Sister’ - In fact, the very terms themselves are 
turned upside down by Paul! Paul is proud to be a Prisoner on account 
of the Gospel! Paul eschews his apparent right to exert his Authority 
under the Gospel but appeals to his Brotherhood with Philemon to 
achieve his aims. Elsewhere Paul refers to himself as a Slave of the 
Gospel and a Bondservant of Christ Jesus. His Teacher of course is Jesus 
himself - who said ‘Those who would be great in the Kingdom must be 
the servant of all’ and who then went on to illustrate this by wearing the 
Servant’s towel round his waist and washing their feet. 

- Where ‘Home’ is opened up to be ‘Church’ - The modern 
setting up of ‘House Churches’ is similar, but not the same. Philemon’s 
home was, in his day, a rare luxury for most of those who joined the 
Early Church. Most of the members of Philemon’s Church Family would 
not have had any home of their own! Here he provides for them a place 
to be Family.  Today’s House-Church is not usually the epicentre of the 
lives of those who go there. Philemon’s friends’ would likely not just have 
been invited to enter the house, but to become part of the family unit 
there. This is where they learned about and saw and felt the imperative 
of the Gospel to ‘Love One-Another’ What might we have gained and 
lost when Church migrated to public spaces and State Provisions? 

- Where relationships are defined by forgiveness - rather than 
by Social Status and positions of Authority. Both Philemon and Onesimus 
have a journey of forgiveness set before them by Paul. Neither of them 
will find this easy, and Paul does not present it as a simple thing.  Trust 
between Master and Slave needs to be rebuilt and fear overcome. 
Onesimus’ fear is of being punished, belittled, made an example of, and 
Philemon will have to break social norms and expose himself to the 
ridicule of his peers, and possibly of his other slaves! But both now have 
an example set before them of forgiveness in their own lives by their 
mutual Master, Christ Himself.

- Where ‘Koinonia’ - (Sharing together) and Co-operation 
are pointers to the Community of Faith - A community that 
bridges the gaps and rifts in society and raises all the members of the 
Ecclesia in their service both of God and of each other.
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Paul links this Greek word with a pair of other words - ‘Pisteōs’ and 
‘Sou’, which together mean ‘Your Faith’ - i.e. ‘the faith you possess and 
share’ So Paul paints a picture in two colours. One is of a ‘Common 
participation in a shared faith’ but the other is ‘A common sharing of the 
experience and outworking of that common faith’ Paul wants Philemon 
to respond well to the request (the big ask!) that he is about to make.  
Whilst appearing to be appealing to Philemon’s natural character as one 
who  has given Paul ‘…much joy … from your love, because the hearts 
of the saints have been refreshed through you, by brother’ Paul is also 
painting Philemon into a corner.

- Where the community’s Memory directs its Ethics and 
binds it together as one body - Although it is not directly 
mentioned in this letter, we know from Paul’s other letters that when 
the community came together in a place like Philemon’s home, one of 
the central shared experiences was the ‘Lord’s Supper’ Here, just as at 
our Communion or Eucharist, the whole community shared a meal and 
remembered. They ‘Put back together’ the story of the Cross, where 
God himself, in Christ, took upon him all the hurts of the World and said 
‘This stops here!’ This shared experience of forgiveness was what they 
took with them back into the wider world. It was this that set them 
apart as a group who ‘All held in awe’ yet few dared to join.

- Where, above all else, Christ Jesus is at the centre of all 
they do and all they are. Where Love comes first and defines Faith 
and where Greatness is defined by ‘Charity’

If Paul is following a ‘Softly Softly approach’ with Philemon, why, at the 
end, does Paul appeal to Philemon’s ‘Obedience’? He says that he is 
‘Confident of your obedience’ How can an Act of Charity - whose 
motivation is Love - be also an act of Obedience? These ideas don’t 
seem to go together! 

And yet they do! Remember that ‘Master / Slave’ relationship that is at 
the centre of this letter, but is also where Paul starts - as ‘a prisoner of 
Christ’ Paul is not asking anything of Philemon that is not at the very 
heart of Paul’s own life. Paul’s message and request to Philemon is not 
just from his own heart, but from the heart of Paul’s Master first! Here is 
that Gospel Imperative, and one that cannot be ignored because it 
comes from their common Master, the One who both serve as 
Bondservants and Fellow Soldiers - Christ himself! 
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And that same imperative is now passed on to us through this little 
letter, preserved for us against all the odds and, through God’s Holy 
Spirit, still speaking to us much as it did to Philemon, whose very name 
speaks of Love as it means ‘Affectionate’ and is derived from the Greek 
word ‘philema’ - ‘Kiss’

Let there be love shared among us, 
let there be love in our eyes. 
May now your love sweep this nation, 
cause us, O Lord, to arise. 
Give us a fresh understanding 
of brotherly love that is real. 
Let there be love shared among us, 
let there be love. 
Dave Bilbrough - © 1979 Thankyou Music 
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